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Modelling Metaplasticity and Memory
Reconsolidation During an Eye-Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing Treatment

Lennart Zegerius and Jan Treur(&)

Social AI Group, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
{l.zegerius,j.treur}@vu.nl

Abstract. In this paper, an adaptive computational network model is presented
to simulate the effect of Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing
(EMDR) therapy on persons affected by a Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). During EMDR therapy, within the brain resource competition helps to
improve stress regulation. This revitalizes extinction learning and memory
reconsolidation. The introduced adaptive network model and its simulation
confirms the functionality of the neural processes and effective treatment results
of EMDR.

Keywords: Computational model � Hebbian learning � Metaplasticity �
EMDR � PTSD � Memory reconsolidation � Resource competition

1 Introduction

A lack of neurological evidence has consistently haunted the craft of psychotherapists;
the dogma states ‘true is what works’.

‘In several writings, Freud has noted - sometimes with undisguised regret - that neuroscience
was not yet able to provide explanations of psychological functioning.’ [46], p. 676

Nowadays, psychological theories and treatments are continually researched in an
attempt to validate them in the neurological domain. Francine Shapiro [37, 38]
observed that saccadic eye movements reduce the disturbance caused by stressful
thoughts and memories. This experience encouraged Shapiro to methodically investi-
gate this phenomenon. In the ensuing years standardized procedures were developed
and an effective treatment for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was born, termed
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) [37]. EMDR is a treatment
for persons who, after a traumatic event, experience regular cognitive distress associ-
ated with traumatic memories. During EMDR therapy, the traumatized person actively
recollects these traumatic memories while being accompanied by a therapist per-
forming the eye-movement intervention. Due to the neurological mechanisms triggered
by eye-movement intervention combined with the therapeutic concepts that encompass
EMDR therapy, affective distress is relieved, psychological arousal is reduced and the
traumatic memory is reconsolidated in a less toxic form [39].
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However, the contributive factor of EMDR as a treatment for psychological trau-
mas led to controversy, as some studies showed that the therapeutic concepts that are
applied during EMDR therapy would already contribute to the resulting trauma relief
and eye movement interventions do not add to treatment outcome [6, 9]. Successive
research showed that EMDR provides changes in memory traces, allowing consoli-
dation into the ‘normal’ memory system without associated extreme emotionality [18],
and eye-movements arouse brain activity related to working memory and emotionality
[44]. EMDR might relearn how to deploy attention and re-evaluate sensory evidence
from the memorized narrative, also by suppressing the bodily reaction to memorization,
contributing to improved regulation [7].

In this study, a network-oriented modelling approach [41, 42] is used to introduce a
(second-order) adaptive temporal-causal network model in order to simulate EMDR
treatment and its effects. The traumatic event, its resulting emotionality, stress regu-
lation, the relevant plasticity and metaplasticity [1], and the effects of EMDR therapy,
such as resource competition, are all covered by the introduced network model.

2 Neurological Findings

The neurological turmoil consequences of traumatic events that symptomize PTSD
have been studied extensively; e.g., [19, 36]. According to the U.S. National Center for
PTSD [43], between 7–8% of the U.S. population develop PTSD. There are many
factors increasing the risk of PTSD, such as gender, age and education [34]. Fortu-
nately, the plasticity of the brain and the characteristics of stressful memories have
allowed discoveries implying neuronal changes that can be addressed by treatment [24,
25, 46]. Extremely stressful events are so disturbing that they disrupt the information
processing system in the brain, in particular the memory traces. Such events may cause
overpotentiation of amygdalar synapses that record the events, possibly filling all 84
AMPA-receptor-binding sites [11]. Overpotentiation of an emotional memory trace
causes problems when attempting to merge with a cognitive memory trace. As a result,
the emotional memory trace remains in a dishevelled state, which could imply various
PTSD symptoms, such as a tumult of negative emotion. This is confirmed by studies
demonstrating that the amygdala has a weakness in pathological processing of highly
stressful memories, which might be due to its undeveloped filtering and modulating
systems [21]. A disturbance in assigning emotional charge to memories could explain
why a treatment focused on reassigning emotionality, such as EMDR, works.

The discovery and innovative nature of EMDR provoked new interest in the
cohesion of eye movement intervention, attention, (working) memory and emotional
processing. To dissect the neural process of EMDR, it has been studied extensively.
A study displayed that eye-movement intervention enhances cognitive control by
deactivating the amygdala [44]. For a person receiving treatment, trauma recall during
eye movements is beneficial due to memory recollection suppressing fear exertion by
the amygdala and the attenuation of fear responses during working-memory tasks [10,
45]. Cognitive control is impaired in patients with PTSD [5], linked to postmortem brain
analyses of depressed patients showing size reductions in the prefrontal cortex [31].
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During EMDR therapy, traumatic memory recall is initiated which raises arousal
levels. Initial eye movements rapidly decreases these levels [13, 35]. In contrast, during
subsequent eye movements arousal levels still rise [33]. This seems like an unforeseen
finding, because of the deactivated amygdala, but could be functional in the recon-
solidation process. These findings show that EMDR may provide extra support for the
inadequate brain networks responsible for cognitive control, which could be an
explanation of its effectiveness. In addition, the downregulated amygdala enables the
trauma recall to go more in-depth, which possibly aids effective therapy.

An explanation for amygdala deactivation can by explained as being be a result of
resource competition between reciprocal brain networks [15, 22]. The system occupied
by sensory, high concentration tasks such as eye-movement intervention mainly uses
the Dorsal Fronto-Parietal Network (DFPN) [30]. During eye-movement intervention,
competition between some specific brain-networks occurs. Stress engages the amyg-
dala but impairs the DFPN functioning and DFPN activation deactivates the amygdala
[22, 44]. Coupled pathways were found that imply mediation between the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), which is involved in memory recording and extinction
learning, and dorsolateral PFC-amygdala interactions. The study by de Voogd et al.
found that eye-movements are sufficient to engage the pathways responsible for the
regulation of emotion. Thus, stress is regulated due to resource competition caused by
stress, autobiographical (traumatic) memory recollection and the initiation of eye-
movement intervention.

In the hippocampus, the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is known to
support neuronal survival and function [27, 28]. Stress or depression can decrease
hippocampal expression of BDNF, thereby blocking synaptic plasticity [17]. Also,
Garcia shows that in the hippocampus, long-lasting changes in synaptic strength are
prevented by long-term depression, and vice versa. This implies a form of plasticity of
synaptic plasticity, which has been termed metaplasticity [1], and can lead to either
‘negative’ or ‘positive’ metaplasticity, named with respect to their influence on cog-
nitive functioning. Negative metaplasticity represents the shift in synaptic plasticity that
occurs due to decreasing levels of BDNF in the hippocampus, and is symptomized by
impaired cognitive functions such as learning. Positive metaplasticity is achieved by
increasing BDNF levels, which is restorative for impaired cognitive functions.

For the current context of EMDR, the resource competition makes that EMDR
activation suppresses the stressfull amygdala activation. Due to this, according to
Garcia [17], the negative metaplasticity caused by the stress ultimately turns into
positive metaplasticity. Therefore, cognitive functioning is improved, in particular the
plasticity of the stress regulation system, so the person can learn again to adapt to a
stressful situation by strengthening stress regulation. The ability to learn is a key factor
in relieving psychotraumatic symptoms; this is sometimes called fear extinction
learning. Fear extinction learning is applied in the treatment of fear memories, which is
a common symptom for PTSD. Note that fear ‘extinction’ takes place in an indirect
manner by compensation (through regulatory connections) of the existing fear pro-
voking connections (which actually themselves do not extinguish). The consolidation
of fear extinction can be strongly enhanced by exposure therapy [16]. EMDR therapy is
an effective tool for exposure therapy and is shown to improve fear extinction learning
in PTSD patients [32].
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3 The Computational Method Used

The model proposed in this study was designed using the adaptive temporal-causal
network modelling approach as described in (Treur, 2020a); in this section this
approach is briefly summarised. In the network modelling approach adopted for this
study, temporal-causal networks are used of the relevant connections and their causality
and adaptivity. The temporal aspect is characterized by states that vary over time, and
the causal aspect is characterized by how states affect each other over time via their
connections. Adaptation is addressed by connections that change over time. The basic
relations in temporal-causal networks are represented mathematically with directed
relations between states X ! Y, representing causal impacts. The main elements of a
temporal-causal network structure are the network structure characteristics for con-
nectivity, aggregation and timing; see also [41, 42].

Connectivity Characteristics. Connectivity of the network is specified by connection
weights xX,Y 2 [−1, 1] for each connection between states X! Y. The connections are
directed and either negative or positive, implying its effect.

Aggregation Characteristics. Each network model is assigned a sequence of basic
combination functions cj(..), j = 1, .., m. They are used for aggregation in the network.
These basic combination functions are from an available library presented in [42].

For each state Y within the network, there are combination function weights cj,Y that
specify by a weighted average of the combination functions cj(..), j = 1, .., m for Y the
aggregation of incoming single causal impacts xXi,YXi(t) of the states X1, .., Xk from
which Y receives incoming connections.

For each state Y and combination function cj(..), j = 1, .., m there are combination
function parameters pi,j,Y.

Timing Characteristics. Each state Y is assigned a speed factor ηY � 0.
A numerical representation of the network model is obtained in a canonical manner

from the above characteristics as folllows in difference or differential format; this can
be used for simulation and mathematical analysis:

YðtþDtÞ ¼ YðtÞþ gY ½cYðxX1;YX1ðtÞ; . . .;xXk;YXkðtÞÞ � YðtÞ�Dt ð1Þ

dY tð Þ=dt ¼ gY ½cY ðxX1;YX1ðtÞ; . . .;xXk;YXkðtÞÞ � YðtÞ�

where X1,…, Xk are the states from which state Y gets incoming base connections. Here
cY(..) is the weighted average of the basic combination functions cj(..), j = 1, .., m by
weights cj,Y and with parameters pi,j,Y.

Examples of combination functions are the Euclidean combination function and the
advanced logistic combination function:

eucln;kðV1; . . .;VkÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vn
1 þ . . .þVn

k

k
n

r
ð2Þ
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alogistics;tðV1; . . .;VkÞ ¼ 1
1þ e� r V1 þ . . .þVk � sð Þ �

1
1þ ers

� �
ð1þ e�rsÞ ð3Þ

Here V1, …, Vk stand for the incoming single impacts from other states, parameter n is
the order, parameter k the scaling factor, parameter r steepness and s excitability
threshold. A combination function used for independent input from the external
environment is the function stepmodq,d(..), where q is a repetition parameter indicating
(for repetitive input) after how long the input should be repeated and d the duration
parameter indicating after how long the input should occur.

To model an adaptive network, the (base) network model must interact with some
adaptation model. The latter model characterizes the adaptiveness of the base network.
Usually such an adaptation model is specified in an algorithmic or procedural manner
and for each type of adaptation requires specific, separate programming to get a
working simulation. As an alternative approach, an adaptive network can be modelled
by adding socalled reification states to the base network (Treur, 2020a), resulting in a
reified network. By this approach to adaptive networks, adaptation can be specified by
network modelling, without any specific procedural or algorithmic specification or
programming. Another advantage is that network reification can easily be iterated to
obtain higher-order adaptation: the reified network itself is again a network and not
some procedural specification. The adaptive network model introduced below uses this
network reification approach. For base network states, additional first-order adaptive
network states WX,Y are introduced and for these WX,Y states second-order adaptive
network states HWX,Y are added:

Connectivity Characteristics Reification: W-states Reification states WXi,Y are
added for each of the adaptive connections Xi ! Y, representing an adaptive connection
weight xXi,Y.

Timing Characteristics Reification: H-states Reification states HWX,Y are added
representing an adaptive speed factor ηWXi,Y of state WXi,Y.

4 The Designed Second-Order Adaptive Network Model

The nomenclature of the model is described in Table 1; for a picture of the model’s
connectivity, see Fig. 1. The states termed ws are called ‘world states’ because they
represent external input from the world. The world states are the traumatic event wste,
trigger stimulus wstr and EMDR therapy wsemdr. There are also sensor states termed ss
which sense input provided by the world states. The sensor states are sste, sstr and
ssemdr. Following are the sensory representation states termed srs which define the
intensity at which a person processes a stimulus, which is variable per person. The
sensory representation states are srste, srstr and srsemdr. Upon activation, the sensory
representation states srste and srsemdr trigger preparation states that, by prediction links,
activate other sensory representation states. The preparation state psb is authoritative in
predicting situations before actually expressing emotion b, which represents negative
emotion and stress. Depending on its activation level, the preparation state may activate
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execution state esb, which is the expression state for emotion b, where high levels
indicate high levels of distress. Increasing levels of b calls forth the control state csb,
which models emotion or stress regulation. By its incoming connections, the control
state has a monitoring function for the preparation and feeling for b. The feeling state
fsb represents amygdala activity. Disturbing levels of fsb are detected (via the incoming
connections of csb) and downregulated by csb (via its outgoing connections). The
internal body loops are modelled in a context where the srste and srsemdr states trigger
psb and its effect partly journeys through fsb to csb and partly directly to csb, where also
fsb in turn affects psb (Damasio, 2003).

The awareness state aste acts as a flashback experience that may be activated by
higher activation levels of srstr and srste. This flashback raises the awareness of the
person of his or her trauma, shouts for reinforcement of csb, and increases the traumatic
experience in itself.

The mutual increase of srste and aste indicates the intensity of a flashback. A person
with PTSD does not necessarily know their symptoms are related to their trauma, since
the symptoms of the affected cognitive malfunction may seem unrelated to the trau-
matic event. Finally, the belief state bste,b leads to the eventual expression este,b of the
person’s knowledge of his or her emotion, which is not a direct representation of
amygdala levels from fsb but rather a representation of the person’s expression of
knowledge.

A graphical representation of the base model is shown in Fig. 1 in the base plane.
The other planes depict the connectivity of the reification levels. The 3D representation

Table 1. Nomenclature of the model

State Description

sste Sensor state for traumatic event te in the world
sstr Sensor state for trigger stimulus in the world
ssemdr Sensor state for EMDR therapy
srste Sensory representation state for traumatic event te
srstr Sensory representation state for trauma recall trigger tr
srsemdr Sensory representation state for EMDR therapy emdr
psb Preparation state for emotional response b
bste,b Belief state for feeling b due to traumatic event te
csb Cognitive control state for b
fsb Feeling state for b
aste Awareness (flashback) state for traumatic event representation for te
esb Expression or execution state for emotion b
este,b Expression or execution state for belief of feeling b due to traumatic event te
Wpsb,csb Representation state for adaptive weight of connection from psb to csb
Wfsb,csb Representation state for adaptive weight of connection from fsb to csb
HWpsb,csb Representation state for adaptive speed factor for Wpsb,csb

HWfsb,csb Representation state for adaptive speed factor for Wfsb,csb
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shows how network reification is used in this model, representing the structure of a
second-order adaptive network [41, 42]. The first reification level of the adaptive
network is used for adaptive links and modelled using Hebbian Learning [20] for the
connections X ! Y. More specifically, the designed reified network structure incor-
porates the adaptability of the base network for the connections states psb ! csb and fsb
! csb by the connection weight reification states Wpsb,csb,Wfsb,csb, respectively, in the
first reification level plane. These states follow Hebbian learning principles for adap-
tivity, defined by the following combination function they use:

hebblðV1;V2;WÞ ¼ V1V2 1�Wð Þþ lW ð4Þ

where W represents the weight of the considered connection, l the persistence
parameter and V1 and V2 the activation values for the connected states. The resulting
adaptability allows the person to learn to improve his or her stress regulation.

The speed factor reification states HWpsb,csb and HWfsb,csb are responsible for
changing synaptic plasticity, thus modelling metaplasticity. The values of these
H-states are low for high values of the feeling state fsb and preparation state psb and
increase when the values of these feeling state fsb and preparation state psb decrease.
This polarity change means the reification states are negatively impacted by fsb and psb,
which describes stress-induced negative metaplasticity [17]. As by resource competi-
tion an EMDR therapy leads to lower values of fsb and psb, through this mechanism the
H-states get higher values an therefore positively affect the plasticity of the connections
psb ! csb and fsb ! csb by which the emotion regulation improves. In this way, the
levels of the second-order reification states are responsible for (un)learning the trauma
and restoring adequate emotional and cognitive functioning. During EMDR, the trauma
is re-experienced using the aforementioned protective measures that eye-movement
intervention and therapy provide.

Fig. 1. The three-dimensional graphical representation of the network connectivity of the
second-order adaptive network model
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In the adaptive network-oriented modelling approach used, role matrices specify
the network characteristics according to their roles. In the Appendix at https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/341709093, the role matrices are presented; they provide a
full specification of the design of the model.

Connectivity characteristics are represented by role matrices mb and mcw. Role
matrix mb specifies the base connectivity of the model andmcw specifies the weight of
the connections as indicated in mb. Note that in the darker red cells in mcw it is
indicated that states X12 (= Wpsb,csb) and X13 (= Wfsb,csb) play the role of the adaptive
incoming connection weights for state csb.

Aggregation is attained by using combination functions as specified in mcfw and
mcfp. Role matrix mcfw specifies the used combination function weights per state,
each value 1 defines its use. It can be seen that the W-states use the function hebbl(..)
(see (4)) and all other states use alogisticr,s(..) (see (3)), except the sensor states sste and
sstr which use eucln,k(..) (see (2)) and ssemdr which uses stepmodq,d(..). Moreover,
mcfp specifies the parameter values used for each state’s combination function, for
example: l = 1, n = 1, k = 1, q = 140, d = 60, and some values for r and s. Role
matrix ms specifies the speed factors for all states. Note that here in the darker red cells
for X12 (= Wpsb,csb) and X13 (= Wfsb,csb) it is indicated that states X14 (= HWpsb,csb) and
X15 (= HWfsb,csb) play the role of adaptive speed factor. Finally, the initial values are
found in matrix iv, specifying the levels of certain values at the beginning of the
simulation. In the role matrices mcw and ms the cells marked red indicate the reifi-
cation states used for adaptive connection weights and speed factors.

5 Simulation Results

In this section, one of the simulations performed is discussed and the results are
analyzed. In Fig. 2, a graph of the example simulation is shown displaying the temporal
behaviour of the adaptive network model’s states. Initially sste and sstr already have a
level 1. All the sensory representation states srste and srstr start rising gradually. The
rising sensory representation states activate internal body and emotion responses,
represented by the rise of psb and fsb. In their mutual cycle, the preparation state psb
and the feeling state fsb affect each other by a predictive as-if body loop [8], before
performing an expression action. Once EMDR starts at 60, the simulated person has an
amygdala level represented by fsb above 0.8. In the simulation, the EMDR therapy ends
at time 150, which is an average for the individual duration of EMDR therapy; usually
between a few weeks and a few months [38]. As a result of the EMDR treatment, a
downregulated amygdala makes the H-states rise after time 110, initiating a shift from
negative to positive metaplasticity by increasing hippocampal expression of BDNF. As
a result, by the restored plasticity, cognitive control enhances in an adaptive manner.
The improvement of cognitive control authorizes the W-states to rise, meaning con-
nection weights become adaptive, eventually allowing synaptic plasticity (Fig. 2).

This leads to increase of the W-states after time 140. This in turn causes the feeling
state fsb to remain low. At this point, fear extinction learning and memory reconsoli-
dation is achieved. Trauma-related states srste and aste also show a significant reduction,
also after the EMDR therapy finished, meaning that the intensity and awareness of the
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trauma is not so intrusive anymore and memory reconsolidation is achieved. The
trauma can still be remembered, but will stop causing psychotraumatic symptoms.

6 Discussion

In this paper, a computational model has been presented for the process of an occurring
traumatic event, its resulting PTSD, the treatment done by EMDR and the effect of the
treatment. This model is based on a neurological foundation as presented in its cor-
responding section. Knowledge of the neural basis of EMDR is still in its infancy but is
showing great prospect. The model introduced here has some elements in common with
the model described in [14]. However, the focus on EMDR is new, and also addressing
both plasticity and metaplasticity. By the new approach to adaptive networks by net-
work reification and it dedicated generic software environment [41, 42], in contrast to
[14] it became possible to design the introduced adaptive network model at the
modelling level without doing any programming. Moreover, in the same way this
enabled to easily add (again without any programming) second-order adaptation to
model metaplasticity that plays a crucial role in stress-related disorders, as shown by
Garcia [17]. Also this second-order adaptation was not addressed in [14].

The obtained computational model provides insights in EMDR as a treatment for
PTSD and explains how traumatic memories are resolved by applying EMDR.
A number of the most relevant phenomena in the brain were modelled, providing a
model for treating adaptive changes in synaptic plasticity, resource competition and
memory reconsolidation. EMDR therapy was used as a treatment that mends mal-
functioning memory processes that occur during the recording of traumatic events.

The doors are open for a plethora of further research. Studies by Bergmann [2–4]
displayed interesting brain activity, such as the resetting of pacemaker cells in the
setup, known for their use in the greater hippocampal system [2]. In another study,
Bergmann evaluates evidence that EMDR triggers processing in the cerebellum [3].
Furthermore, he postulates that EMDR increases thalamic activity, which is decreased
in PTSD [4]. The study done in this paper can be extended by incorporating the

Fig. 2. Simulation results of the second-order adaptive network model.
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mentioned responsible brain areas. Adding these to the model will provide more
detailed insights into the influence of the cerebellum and/or thalamus on resource
competition and shifting synaptic plasticity.

Furthermore, saccadic eye-movements play a role in non-visual cognitive tasks
[12]. The study mentions the ‘Looking at nothing’ phenomenon. This phenomenon
occurs when individuals periodically look away during conversations. It is postulated
that they actively search for visual fields with no useful information, which brought
forth more research on visual eye-movements and memory. To support this, an
explanation surfaced that studies found the rates of non-visual eye movements increase
in long-term memory and episodic recall. Also, it is shown that restriction of eye
movements impairs memory performance [23, 26].

Finally, eye-movements are deliberately used to search and retrieve memories,
which is an important characterization of REM sleep [7]. The model presented in this
study can also be extended for a comparison of the traumatic memory state before and
after a night’s sleep. This can be done by adding sleeping states representing REM and
slow-wave sleep, with neurological evidence provided in [29] and the hypothetical
basis provided in [40].
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